ROME, ITALY

1981: VR VIDEO ROMA
A video festival organized by Alessandro Silj
the sponsors bowed out leaving Mr. Silj
holding the bag. We never knew what happened
to our payment. Many years later, Mr.
Silj introduced himself to us and handed
us three one hundred dollar crisp bills. We
protested that this amount was larger than
what was owed us, but Mr. Silj would not
leave it any other way. By the time he
died, a few years later, he had thanked down
all participants and paid them.

1986: Università "La Sapienza"
Marco Maria Cazzano arranged for us to be
invited along with Peter Weikal and Gene
Youngblood to his Alma Mater, under the
guidance of his professor Guido Antronco

1991: International Center di Brera
Woody and Gene attended this one, which
were extended to Pisa and Milano as well.
Woody gave a lecture nobody understood
except his translator, who was thrilled

1992-95: Exposition Palace
Many years in planning and drafting with
no funds raised, it happened. In spite
of all nightmares before, during and after,
it was a nice show—nice catalog.